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After the continuous development of science and technology and the
unremitting efforts of the police, the public security department has basically
completed the construction of the public security information management system.
But because the public security information management system is set up in the
public security network, the police on duty outside the police need can not be
convenient and efficient access to the internal network. With the development of
computer in our country, especially the popularization and promotion of 3G / 4G
technology in recent years, led to the mobile terminal to enter into the lives of
ordinary people, in such a background, through a wireless connection technology,
the application of mobile terminal to solve the daily police work into the inevitable
choice. Through the use of mobile terminals, public security police can easily use the
information management system of public information, efficient and quick handling
of various practical public security business.
Based on the Android platform, the system development method, which uses
the structure and the prototype method, completes the mobile police system's
demand analysis, the outline design, the code realization, the experiment test. In the
demand analysis stage, the use of UML modeling tools, a detailed analysis of the
demand for all kinds of mobile police work flow; in the system design stage, using
the idea of object oriented, MVC design pattern are designed system of the server
and client model; in the implementation phase of the system is a concrete realization
of the various functions of the system. Finally, the mobile police system were
functional testing and performance testing.
In this paper, the development of based on Android mobile police system on the
company's original public security handling capacity of effective expansion, the
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